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Ai, duke of Lu 鲁哀公, 214; elegy for Confucius, 232
An, Emperor 王莽, 5; deposed by Huan Hsian and restored, 7; removed from throne by Liu Yu, 75, 120 appraisals (t'uan 書) discussed, 218
biographies (pieh-chuan) 別傳 discussed, 207
Burning of the Books 焚書, 101
Cassia Forest 桂林, 159
Ch'ai-sang 侍夢, T'ao Yuan-ming's native place, 21, 89, 235
Ch'ai-sang ch'iao 侍夢橋, modern village on Lu-shan, 89
Chan Ch'in 翰林, see Liu-hsia Hui
Chan Yin 館尹, grand diviner, 215
Chang Chan 崇淳, 4th cent. commentator to Lien-izu, 165 n. 135
Chang Chih 張芝, son of Chang Shih-chih, 98, 217–18, 220
Chang Chih 張芝, comment cited, 56 n. 90, 72 n. 152, 102, 136, 201 n. 25, 219 n. 106
Chang Ch'uan 张勳, cousin of Chang Yeh, 76
Chang Chung-wei 張仲舒, 1st cent. AD reclusure, 100 n. 63, 139
Chang Heng 張衡, AD 78–139, Pacifying the Affections ju, 186, surviving fragment translated, 189
Chang Hsiang-ju 張相如, marquis of Tung-yang, 2nd cent. BC, 215
Chang Hsieh 張協, 3rd cent. poet, yung-shih poem on the Two Shus of, translated, 144
Chang Hsin-ch'eng 張欣成, Wei-shu t'ung-k'ao of, cited, 199 n. 16
Chang Hua 張華, Poem to Urge on My Will cited, 17–18; tsu-shih of, translated, 128
Chang-shan 陳山, 52, 115
Chang Shih-chih 張繡之, commandant of justice 2nd cent. BC, 179
Chang T'ang 張唐, commandant of justice and grand secretary 2nd cent. BC, 41–42
Chang T'ing-yü 張廷玉, comment cited, 209
Chang Wei 張儀, ordered to kill last Chin emperor, 111, 114, 140
Chang Yeh 張野, member of Hui-yüan's White Lotus Society, 75, 76; writings of, 76
Chang-yeh 張俋, place in modern Kansu, 124
Ch'ang-an 長安, 9, 72, 73, 110 n. 113, 112
Ch'ang Chi-hu 李之巖, rebel against Duke Huan of Ch'i, 165 n. 132
Ch'ang-chü 李_games, hermit of time of Confucius, 24, 84, 85, 93, 220
Ch'ang-sha 長沙, place of T'ao K'an's fief in modern Hunan, 19
Ch'ang-yang Mountain 常陽之山, 161
Chao Cheng 楚襄, 4th cent. AD, Chiu-te ko of, cited, 111 n. 123
Chao family 長氏, destroyed by Tu-an Ku, 212
Chao Wu 楚武, the 'Orphan of Chao', 39 n. 25, 212, 213
Ch'ao-fo 夏父, reclusure of time of legendary emperor Yao, 244
Ch'en Li 周立, Kung-yang i-shu of, cited, 245 n. 115
Ch'en P'ing 陳平, chief advisor of Han Kao-tsu, 135
Ch'en Yin-k'o 陳寅恪, view that the T'aoos were non-Han, 8; The Relation of T'ao Yuan-ming's Thought to Pure Talk of, cited, 36; 'Circumstantial Evidence on Peach-blossom Source' of, cited, 201
Cheng, king of Ch'in 秦政王, the later Ch'in Shih-huang-ti, 149, 150
Cheng Ching (Ts'ou) 鄭倉 (次倉), 1st cent. AD reclusure, 221
Cheng HSüan 韓休, To My Son I'An of, translated, 226–28, commented on, 230
Ch'eng, duke of Chin 曾成, 213
Ch'eng, emperor of Han 漢成帝, 180
Ch'eng, Madame 程氏, T'ao Yuan-ming's sister, 192, 233–7
Ch'eng-tu Mountain 成都山, 161
Ch'eng Ying 程婴, preserver of the 'Orphan
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of Chao', 212, 213
Chi, marshal of 應澤, white jade of, 156, 157
Chi, viscount of 葛子, uncle of Chou, evil last ruler of Yin, 210–11
Chi-hsia 應下, ‘under the Chi Gate’, resort of itinerant philosophers, 123
chi-jang 護壤, ‘break the soil’, term used by recluses, 177
Chi Pu 史年, good faith of, 246
Chi-li Chi, 畢里季, one of the Four White-heads, 73, 97
Chi 周, the Eastern Chou capital of Lo-yang, 109
Chia 介 寶, 201–169 BC, Faults of Ch'in of, 134; Fu-niao fu of, 215; banished as Grand Tutor to King of Ch'ang-sha, 179, 214–15
Chiang-chou 江州, province of, 6, 203
Chiang Hsi 江西, recluse of 1st cent. AD, 193 n. 99
Chiang Hsün 竹君, comment cited, 50
Chiang-ling 江陵, capital of province of Ching-chou, 5, 6, 7, 21, 22, 23, 27, 71, 82, 83, 84, 85, 87
Chiang Yen 江淹, 444–505, ‘imitation’ of poem by T'ao Yuan-ming, 48
Chi-ch'ü, evil last ruler of Hsia, 182 n. 56
Chi-ch'ü 畢 大, heir, of time of Confucius, 24, 84, 85, 93, 220
Chi-yü 畢 由, the ‘madman of Ch'u', 154 n. 108
Chien-k'ang 晉康, Chin capital, 5, 23, 71, 80, 87, 88; fails to Huan Hsian, 7
Ch'i'en Ao 黃叔, provides for the hungry, 113
Ch'i'en-ch'i 畢池, place near modern Kuei-ch'i, Anhui, 87
Ch'i'en Lou 黃藏, worthy of Lu, 138, 208, 249
Ch'i'en Ta-hsian 鐵大戸, Shih-chia chai yang-hsin lu of, cited, 74
Chih, robber 盜賊, type of successful villain, 37, 41
Chih Yu 齊御, 3rd cent. AD writer, 218
Chi-hsung-tzu 赤松子, immortal, 62
Chin-an 晉安, place near modern Ch'üan-chou, Fukien, 70, 71–2
Ch'in Ch'ing 春慶, 1st cent. AD recluse, 222, 223
Ch'in-ch'üan 春川, area around Ch'ang-an, 72
Ch'in-p'i 應父, spirit transformed into a bird, 162–63
Ch'in Shih-huang-ti 秦始皇帝, 73
Ch'in Wu-yang 春>Kung, companion of Ching K'o, 150
Ching, duke of Ch'i 齊景公, 39
Ching, duke of Ch'in 黃公, 213
Ching K'o 利貞, attempted assassin of the king of Ch'in, 124 n. 17, 144, 145, 148–51
Ching-k'ou 京口, headquarters of general of Stabilization Army, 80, 81
Ching-wei 趙衛, bird into which the drowned daughter of the legendary emperor Yen-ti was transformed, 161
Chou 蜀, evil last ruler of Yin, 41 n. 41, 210, 211
Chou Ch'ü 周絳, governor of I-chou, AD 365–71, 58 n. 103
Chou Chung-yun 周仲 sexuales, governor of I-chou, AD 371–3, 58 n. 103
Chou family 周氏, 56–8
Chou Fang 周防, AD 260–320, governor of Liang-chou, AD 317–20, 57–8
Chou Fu 周郔, governor of I-chou, AD 333–65, 58 n. 103
Chou Hsü-chin 周素之, AD 377–423, member of Hui-yuan’s White Lotus Society, 43, 54, 55; comments on Hsi K'ang’s Sheng-hsien kuo-shih chuan, 55
Chou P'o 周勃, marquis of Chiang, 2nd cent. BC, 215
Chou Yang-kuei (Chou Miao-kuei) 周陽舒 (周妙語), recluse, 221
chrysanthemums 菊, associated with Double Ninth festival as symbols of longevity, 43–5
Chu bird 鴟鴣, 163, 164
Chu 沔, river in Confucius’ native state of Lu, 101
Chu-fu Yen 主父偃, adviser of Han Wu-ti, 134, 179 n. 31
Chu Ling-shih 甘陵石, general, 74
Chu M'ai-ch'en 朱買臣, minister of Han Wu-ti, 134
Ch'u P'ou 周穴, AD 303–49, 203
Ch'ie-t'zu 趙緀, allusion to, Li-sao, 45 n. 54, 136, 191, 192, 215, Pu-chu, 215
Ch'u Wan-feng 蘇琬峰, comment cited, 111, 112
Chuang Chou 墨ize, philosopher, 124
Chuang-ts'ao 餅子, cited, 38 n. 19, 42, 87, 110 n. 118, 135 n. 51, 137 n. 57, 139, 155 n. 111, 182 n. 56, 185 n. 66, 197 n. 8, 243, 245 n. 116
Ch'uan-ch'ü 春秋, the Spring and Autumn Annals, 142
Ch'un-yü 春秋, 4th cent. BC, 244 n. 103
Chung-shan 小山, lustrous jade of, 156, 157; where Ku and Ch'in-p'i were put to death by the Heavenly Emperor and transformed into birds, 162–3
Chung Tsu-ch'i  Nichols, friend of Po-ya, 59, 124 n. 18
Chung Yu 釗, Ts'a'o Pi’s letter to, 45
Chung-yang 中庸, cited, 115
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Chū-shan 栗山, 164
Ch’u-shou 驪首, modern Tan-yang, Kiungsu, 80
Ch’ü Yuan 楚隱, 163 n. 128, 177, 182, 214–15
Ch’üeh of Chi 車軆, 7th cent. BC, 24
Confucius 孔夫子, against extravagant burials, 2–12; commends promoting moral force, 206; commends Tseng Hsi’s wish, 15–6; commends Yen Hui’s acceptance of poverty, 37, 181; did not sing on a day of weeping at a funeral, 173 n. 156; disciples of, 214; edits Songs and Documents, 167; and Fan Hsu, 25; and ‘not ceasing’, 18; on riches and honour, 38; says that a name should be made by forty, 17; strives to save his age, 85, 101
Confucianism 孔教, attitude to good and evil, 37–43

Dew on the garlic, see Hsieh-lu ‘Distress in Ch’en 陳民, 113 n. 129, 137
Documents (Shu-ching) 書經, 24, 101, 137, 216; allusion to Chung-hui chih kao, 182
Double Third festival 重三節, 15–16, 64 n. 123
Double Ninth festival 重九節, 43–5, 64 n. 123, 70, 92–3
Drought in the year 426 元嘉三年之大旱, 114–14
Erh-fu 王貶, murderer of Ya-yü, 162, 163
Fa-chiu Mountain 發岫, 161
Fan Hsu 騰湖, described by Confucius as a ‘small man’, 25
Fan Li (Lord Chu of T’ao) 業楚(業人公), 110
Fan Yu 漸鷄, 3rd cent. AD Confucian scholar, 29–30
Fan Yu-ch’i 奉州御, 3rd cent. BC Ch’in general, 149
Fang Tung-shu 方東樹, comment cited, 62, 102
Fen, river 澜, 110
Feng Cheng 鳳城, 2nd cent. BC, 215
Feng (Cheng, comment cited, 77 n. 171
Feng T’ang 鳳唐, commandant of Chariots and Cavalry, 2nd cent. BC, 179
Fire Star 大星, Antares, 94 n. 44, 189
Four-word poems 四言詩, character of, 11–12
Four White-heads 四貴, 73, 115, 177, 182 n. 55, 244
Fu-poems 福詩, discussion of types of, 175–6
Fu-ch’ai, king of Wu 吴武王, 182 n. 58
Fu Chien 符堅, ruler of former Ch’in, 4th cent. AD, 60, 201
Fu-hsi 伏羲, legendary emperor, 101, 229
Fu Hsüan 傳玄, AD 217–78, tsao-shih of, translated, 127–8; wan-ko of, 171
Fu-sang扶桑, mythological tree ascended by the rising sun, 107, 158, 187
Fu Tree 扶木, see Fu-sang
Fu Tung-hua 傳華, comment cited, 57, 103 n. 84

Great Image 大象, the Tao, 142
Great Marsh 大澤, 160, 161
Great Mass 大塊, Nature, 177, 241
Great Wilderness 大荒, 158
Great Hill Mountain 青丘之山, 163, 164
Grhrakūta 瞿都山, Spirit Vulture Peak, 53

Han Chüeh 荒陬, general of Chin, 6th cent. BC, 213
Han Fei 荒著, philosopher, 216
Han Hsin 荒信, leading general of Han Kao-tsu, 55
Han Jung 荒缺, Later Han official, 229
Han Kao-tsu 漢高祖, command to heir-apparent, 225; receives mandate of Heaven, 26; Shu-sun T’ung arranges court ceremonial for, 217
Han Yu 河愈, Ch’u huai series of, 102
Hao-li 奧里, The Village in the Wilds, burial song, 165–6
Hashikawa Tokio 佛川時明, T’ao-chi Cheng p’i-ku of, cited, 120; T’ao-chi pan-pen yün-lü k’u’o of, cited, 219, 222 n. 129
Heavenly Han 天漢, the Galaxy, 127
Heng-shan 衡山, mountain range in central Hunan, 200
Hightower, J. R., iii, 106, 175 n. 4, 189, 191, 194
Ho Chin 胡滇, generalissimo, 2nd cent. AD, 227 n. 17
Ho Fa-sheng 飛盛, fragment of Chin chung-hsing shu of, cited, 109 n. 108
Ho Hsü 虎兮, boatman of Duke Ping of Chin, 6th cent. BC, 243 n. 102
Ho Meng-ch’un 侯孟春, comment cited, 103, 144, 222
Ho Yen 何晏, ni-ku poem of, 117, 119; translated, 120
Hou Chi 侯超, ‘Prince Millet’, patron of agriculture, 23 n. 30, 24, 214
Hsi-ho 禰和, as mother of the ten suns, 158
Hsi K’ang 翕康, AD 223–62, Sheng-hsien k’ao-shih chuan of, cited, 55, 222, 223; Yang-sheng lun of, cited, 63
Hsi-ling 西陵, name for the Ch’iang people, 109
Hsia-huang kung 夏黄公, one of the Four White-heads, 97
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Hsiao-ching 孝經, Book of Filial Piety, 143
Hsiao-po 獨禮, Emperor Yüan of Liang, 108
Hsiao-po 小台, later Duke Huan of Ch’i, 212
Hsiao T’ung 稽通, AD 501–31, biography of T’ao Yuan-ming, 54; preface to T’ao’s works, 190; Wen hsüan anthology, 102, 104, 125, 126, 151, 218, 222, 231
Hsiao-wu, Emperor 杭武帝, 5
Hsieh 瑧, ancestor of the Yin, 214
Hsieh Ch’ang 謂相, AD 387–421, 70
Hsieh Ch’ing-i 楊景夷, 55
Hsieh family 楊氏, 5
Hsieh-lu 瑩圃, Dow on the Garlic, burial song, 165–66
Hsieh Shang 楊尚, AD 308–57, governor of Chiang-chou, 203 n. 45, 204
Hsieh Yen 謂今, 6
Hsing-chi 星紀, designation of year in Jupiter cycle, 61, 62
Hsing-tzu hsien-chih 星子縣志, gazetteer of Hsing-tzu district, 50
Hsing-yao 形 Yao, struggles with the Heavenly Emperor, 161
Hsü Hsüan 許玄, reclus fl. mid-4th cent. AD, 204–5
Hsü Yu 許御, legendary hermit who refused Yao’s offer of the empire, 54 n. 83
Hsüan, Emperor of Han 漢宣帝, reigned 74–8 BC, 143
Hsüan, King of Ch’i 漢宣帝, reigned 319–301 BC, 244 n. 103, 245 n. 113.
Hsüan-p’u 許圃, ‘Hanging Gardens’ in K’un-lun mountains, 156
Hsüeh Pao (Meng-ch’ang) 謝保 (孟常), later Han example of filial piety, 221
Hsüen Ch’ing 謝卿, philosopher, 216
Hsüan Hsiang (Chih-pin) 謝相 (禎屏), reclus of end of 1st cent. BC and beginning of 1st cent. AD, 247
Hsüan-tzu 謝子, allusion to, 18, 38
Hsüen-yang 謝陽, capital of Chiang-chou province, 5, 6, 9, 18, 19, 21, 23, 57, 59, 61, 70, 72, 74, 82, 83, 89, 245
Hsün Yüeh 謝嶽, AD 148–209, 41
Hsün Yüeh 謝越, cousin of Hsün Hsiang, 247 n. 124
Hua (T’ai Hua-shan) 華 (太華山), the western sacred mountain, 34, 62
Hua, king of Ch’u 隨王, reigned 328–299 BC, 163, 215
Hua-chiang Mountain 桂江之山, 156
Hua-nan-tzu 桂南子, allusion to 131, 139
Huan, duke of Ch’i 黃公, ruled 685–643 BC, 83 n. 10, 153, 164, 165, 212
Huan Ch’en 桓棣, nephew and general of Huan Hsiian, 87
Huan family 桓氏, 5
Huan Hsiian 桓玄, AD 369–404, appointed governor of Kuang-chou, 6; becomes governor of Chiang-chou, 6; governor of Chiang-chou and Ching-chou, 82, 83–4; killed, 7; kills Yen Chung-k’an and becomes governor of Ching-chou, 6; represented by Lu Ch’in-lı as destroyer of Chin, 111; son-in-law of Liu Tan, 206 n. 60
Huan T’ui 桓髡, minister of War in Sung in time of Confucius, 242
Huan Wen 桓溫, AD 312–73, 5, 7, 9; excursion to Lung-shan, 203–4; questions, Meng Chia about wine and singing girls, 205; titles of, 201 n. 27
Huang-fu Mi 黃伏之, Kao-shih chuan of, 222, 223
(Huang-)ho 黃河, the Yellow River, 110, 135; see also River
Huang Min 黃敏, fragment of Wu-ling chi of, cited, 199
Huang Tao-ch’en 黃道真, name of fisherman in Sou-shen hou-chi version of Peach-blossom Source, 198, 199
Huang-ti 黃帝, the Yellow Emperor, 15, 72, 156, 157, 178, 210
Huang T’ing-chien 黃庭堅, 50, 110
Huang Tzu-lien 黃子廉, 140
Hui, duke of Chin 晉惠公, ruled 650–637 BC, 244 n. 112
Hui, king of Ch’u 楚惠王, reigned 488–432 BC, 109 n. 110
Hui-chiao 謝超, Kao-seng chuan of, cited, 198, 199
Hui Shih 謝石, philosopher, 124 n. 18
Hui-yüan 謝安, AD 334–416, 10; Buddha’s Shadow Terrace erected by, 76; founds White Lotus Society, 65; inscription on Buddha’s Shadow, 43; and karmic retribution controversy, 40; Lu-shan chi-lüeh of, 51, 76; Tung-lin monastery of, 94 n. 41; writes poems on Lu-shan scenery, 52–3
Hymns of Shang 商颂, part of Songs, 137 n. 61

I 羿, assistant of legendary emperor Yü, as co-author of Shan-hai-ching, 152
I, river 汾水, in modern Shantung province, 15, 16
I, river 易水, in modern Hopei province, 124, 149, 150
I-ch’ing 易經, allusion to, 108, 176 n. 8, 177, 182, 183; Hsi-tzu chuan, 176 n. 9, 182, 248, 246, 246 n. 18; Wen-yen commentary, 39, 179, 206, 214
I Chou shu 遙周書, Rules for Posthumous Titles cited, 109 n. 111, 246 n. 119
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Ikkai Tomoyoshi—臺灣島民，105, 108 n. 98, 156 n. 112, 165 n. 133, 167, 168, 170, 171, 236 n. 70
immortality of the soul 神不滅，10, 37, 40
I Ti 儒徒, creator of wine, 111
I-ya 句牙, rebel against Duke Huan of Ch’i, 165

Jade Mountain 玉山, where the Queen Mother of the West dwells, 155
Jade Pool 玉池, where Emperor Mu feasted with the Queen Mother of the West, 155
Jade Terrace 玉臺, 154
Jan Ch’u 丘再來, Confucius’ disciple, 15
Jan Keng 剑耕, Confucius’ disciple, 39
Jen Fang 任昉, Shu-i-chie of, cited, 199
Joyous Wind 高風, the south wind, 67, 81; also name of Song 32, 206
Juan Chi 院階, Yung-huai shih series, 102
Juan Yu 玉環, poem on the Three Good Men, 141, 144, 146, translated, 147; poem on Ching K’o, translated, 150–1
Jung Ch’i-ch’i 季成叔, recluses, 61 n. 114, 95, 98, 137

Kan Pao 千寶, Sou-shen chi of, 198, 200
Kao Chien-hsi 高新軒, lute-player, friend of Ching K’o, 149, 150, 151
kao-shih高士, ‘noble recluse,’ concept of, 85–6
karmic retribution 禪因, 10, 37, 40
Ko-t’ien, Lord 考天氏, legendary ruler, 208
Kou-chien, king of Yueh 越王勾践, 496–465 BC, 110 n. 116
Ku 九, son of spirit of Chung-shan, 162, 163
Ku-chu, Lord of Ku-chun, father of Po-i and Ku-ch’iu, 210
Ku Chih 古史, comment cited, 62, 63, 91, 92, 103, 129, 153, 201, 240 n. 83
Ku-ming 慎命, ‘Last Commands,’ title of book of Shu-ching (Documents), 226
Ku-sou 厲然, father of legendary emperor Shun, 31
K’ua-fu 幫力, races with the sun, 160, 161
K’uai-chi 會稽, modern Shao-hsing, 6, 204
Kuan Chung 賴仲, minister of Duke Huan of Ch’i, 164, 211–12, 229
Kuan-kuan bird 濃漢鳥, 164
Kuan Ying 源義, 1176 BC, 215
K’uang Su 聯蘇, immortal of Lu-shan, 51
Kun 琴, father of the flood-regulator Yu, 164
K’un-lun 崑崙, mountains of gods and immortals, 34, 49, 50, 51, 155, 156, 163
Kung-kung 共工, banished by legendary emperor Shun, 164
K’ung Chi 丘成, grandson of Confucius, 28
Kung, Emperor 去帝, 111, 114, 120, 140

Kung-hsi Hua 公華, Confucius’ disciple, 15
Kung-sun Ch’u-ch’iu 公孫杵臼, sacrifices himself for the orphan of Chao, 212–13
Kung-sun Hung 公孫弘, chancellor of Han Wu-ti, 179 n. 31
Kuo Li 步文, contemporary of T’ao Yuan-ming’s maternal grandfather Meng Chia, 202
Kuo P’u 步漿, appraisals of the pictures of Shan-hai-ching, 152, 153, 155–64, 222;
commentary to Mu-tien-tzu chuan, 152;
commentary to Shan-hai-ching, 152, 155–63; Yu-hsien shih of, 152
Kuo Sun 步進, contemporary of T’ao Yuan-ming’s maternal grandfather Meng Chia, 202

Lan-ling hsien 蘭陵縣, native place of the Two Shus, 142, 144 n. 91
Lang-kan stones 琅玕, 156
Lao-lai 老萊, and his wife, 154 n. 108, 228
Lao-tzu 老子, allusion to, 37 n. 12, 143 n. 87, 177 n. 10 & 11, 180 n. 33, 197 n. 7, 221 n. 123
lei 墳, funeral elegy, compared with sacrificial pieces, 230–3
Lei T’ae-tsun 雷次宗, Yu-chang chi of, cited, 109 n. 106
Li Ch’ien-tung 李典冬, comment cited, 57, 67, 78, 91, 102, 108, 136, 142 n. 83, 154 n. 107, 201
Li-chi 禮記, allusion to, 28 n. 60, 145 n. 95, 177, 211, 247; on mourning, 173 n. 156; seasonal correspondences of musical
notes, 186 n. 74
Li Kuang 孫康, general 十一十九 BC, 180
Li Kuang-huan 李公護, comment cited, 66, 74, 171 n. 12, 236
Li Po 李白, 773–831, prefect of Chang-chou, 50
Li Shan 季孟, commentator to Wen-hsüan, cited, 125
Li Sou 孫叔, chief minister of the Later Ch’in Shih-huang-ti, 135, 216
Li Yen-nien 本年, master of Music to Han Wu-ti, 166, 186 n. 73
Liang Ch’i-ch’ao 梁啟超, comment cited, 56, 63, 91, 103, 201, 219, 230, 236, 240 n. 83, 248 n. 133
Liebenthal, Walter, ‘The Immortality of the Soul in Chinese Thought,’ 43 n. 47
Lien-tzu 子良, philosopher, 137 n. 57
Lien-tzu 子良, cited, 35 n. 8
Lien-shü kuo-hsien ch’uan 鑫秋高賢傳, 75, 76
Lim-tzu 凌濤, capitalist of the state of Ch’i, 123
Liu Ch’eng-chih (Liu I-min, Liu Ch’i’ai-sang) 劉經之 (劉遺民, 劉常森), 65–6
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Liu Ching-hsiaan 劉敬宣, son of Liu Lao-chih, 7
Liu-hsia Hui 梁簡惠, believed himself incorruptible, 101 n. 66, 249
Liu Huai-su 劉懷書, Chien-wei general, 87
Liu Hsin 劉欣, prefect of Wu-ling in *Sou- shen hou-chi* version of *Peach-blossom Source*, 198
Liu I-fu (Shao-ti) 劉鳳符 (少帝), 2nd Sung emperor, 23, 112
Liu I-lang (Wen-ti) 劉義隆 (文帝), 3rd Sung emperor, 23, 112
Liu Kung (Meng-kung) 劉Connell (孟公), friend of recluses Chang Chung-wei, 100, 139
Liu Lao-chih 劉宋之, leading general at end of 4th cent., 6, 7
Liu Li 劉理, comment cited, 14, 74, 75, 136
Liu Lin-chih (Tzu-chi) 劉麟之 (子龔), seeks Peach-blossom Source, 196, 198, 200
Liu Liu 劉隆, governor of Chiang-chou, 54
Liu Tan 劉謙, father of Liu Liu, 206
Liu Tsang-yuan 劉崇之, records of excursion of, 51
Liu Yu 劉裕, governor of Yu-chou at end of 2nd cent. AD, 121 n. 4
Liu Yu 劉裕, 1st Sung emperor, commander under Liu Lao-chih, 6; general of the Stabilization Army, 7, 70, 80; Grand Commandant, 65, 71; northern expedition of, 9, 73, 109 n. 109, 112, 201; orders Chang Wei to poison Emperors Kung, 114, 140, 153; overthrows Chin, 3, 110, 111; portent of accession of, 109 n. 108; removes Emperor An from throne, 75
Lo Han 阿含, serves with Meng Chia on Huan Wen's staff, 205–6
Lo-hsing ssu 落星寺, monastery in Hsing-tzu district, Kiangsi, 50
Lo T'ing-chih 郭庭之, *Hsieh-ch'uan pien* of, 50
Lo-yang 洛陽, eastern capital of Chou and Han dynasties, 110 n. 113
Lu Chi 敦機, *fu* poems of, 175; *ni-ku* poems of, 118–19, wan-ko of, translated, 168–70, discussed, 167, 170–1
Lu Chin-li 錢欽禮, comment cited, 13 n. 2, 63, 71, 91, 103, 113, 191; 'The Hsing-ying-shen Poem and Eastern Chin Buddhist and Taoist Thought' of, 36; 'Investigation of Doubtful Points over the Title and Commentary to the Poem *Telling of Wine* of, 111
Lu Hsün 魯迅, *A Brief History of Chinese Fiction* of, cited, 198
Lu-li hsien-sheng 呂里先生, one of Four White-heads, 73 n. 158
Lu-shan 山, mountains south of Kiukiang, Kiangsi, 50, 51, 52–3, 66, 88, 89, 115
Lun-yü 論語, 143; allusion to, 15–16, 17, 18, 19, 25, 37, 38, 39, 61, 78, 80, 85, 95, 100, 101, 102, 112, 113, 123, 130, 137, 139, 144, 177, 178, 181, 182, 184, 192, 202, 205, 206, 208, 229, 234, 238, 248
Lung-shan 陵山, site of excursion by Meng Chia in the company of Huan Wen, 203, 205
Ma Yuan 馬援, 14 BC – AD 49, 226
Mao 禹, constellation, 132, 188
Mao Ch'ien 毛欽, comment cited, 209 n. 79
Mao T 貞, example of filial piety, 245
Maspero, Henri, 'Le roman historique dans la littérature chinoise de l'antiquité' of, cited, 135 n. 49
Meng Chia 門嘉, T'ao Yuan-ming's maternal grandfather, 7, 84, 201–8, 236
Meng-hsien 門縣, native place of Meng Chia, 201
Meng I 孟議, Meng Chia's grandfather, 201
Meng Tsung 孟宗, Meng Chia's great-grandfather, 201
Meng-tzu 孟子, allusion to, 132 n. 38, 216, 220, 247
Mi-shan 山, the red trees of, 156, 157
Mi Sheng 卦成, rebels against King Hui of Ch'u, 109
Miao Hsi 邁侯, AD 186–245, wan-ko of, translated 167–8
Mu, duke of Ch'in, 春秋公, ruled 659–621 BC, accompanied in death by Three Good Men, 146–8; saying of, 75
Mu, Emperor 楊皇帝, 204
Mu, emperor of Chou 周穆王, 152, 154–6, 158
Mu t'ien-chu chuan 摩天子傳, 151–2, 154; classification of, 152; quoted, 155–6; rediscovered, 152
Nieuw-ya-chin-ti 妮樓樓廬, mountain on which the Fu Tree stands, 158
Nine Chiang (Nine Rivers) 九江, at Hsün-yang (modern Kiukiang), 19, 53
Nine Schools 楚學, of philosophers in 5th-3rd cents. BC, 219
Nineteen Old Poems 古詩十九首, 126; IV cited, 126; VII translated, 118; XIX translated, 126–27
Ning Chi 匠.maxcdn, attracts notice of Duke Huan of Ch'i, 83 n. 10
Northern Dipper 北斗, Ursae Major, 128
Nü-chieh 妇娥, youngest daughter of legendary emperor Yen-ti, 161
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Old Man with the Basket 藤篋老人, another name for the Old Man Who Planted His Staff (q.v.), 220
Old Man Who Planted His Staff 伐杖翁, 85, 94

Pa-ch'iu 朴休, Meng Chia, magistrate of, 203
Pan Ku 甄禹, Han shu of as model for pieh-chuan, 207, 208; prayer to Chao-shan, 231; yung-shih poems of, 134
Pan Piao 邻彪, father of Pan Ku, 80
P'än Ch'ung-kuei 潘重規, comment cited, 77 n. 171, 115
P'än Yüeh 鄧岳, fu-poems of, 174; Hsien-chü fu of, 194; sacrificial piece by, 231
P'ang Tsun (T'ung-chih) 章敦 (通之), aide to Wang Hung, 21, 23, 59, 61
Pao Chao 醒超, 5th cent. poet, Tai wan-ko of, 172
Pao Ch'üan 醒顯, Feng-ho Hsiang-tung wang chün-jih poem of, 108
Pao Shu 醒叔, friend of Kung Chuan, 211, 212, 229

Parted Crane tune 別鶴, 123
Pei-mang 彼疆, hills near Lo-yang, used for tombs, 122
P'eng-tse 彭澤, place in modern Kiangsi, where T'ao Yuan-ming was briefly magistrate, 191
P'eng-tsu 彭祖, model of longevity, 35, 41, 42, 45, 110
Pi 繽, constellation, 128
Pi 卜, constellation, 188
Pi K'ao 北, uncle of last ruler of Yin, 41
Pien Sui 椽戸, suicide on account of founder of Yin's offering the empire by, 182
P'ing Chi 彭芝, grand tutor 1st cent. BC, 143
P'ing Tan (Man-jung) 丙丹 (曼容), recluses, 220
P'ing, duke of Chin 赤平公, ruled 557–532 BC, 243 n. 102
P'ing, king of Chou 周平王, 1st ruler of Eastern Chou, 109
Po-ch'äng Tsu-kao 朴成子考, legendary recluses, 244
Po Chü-i 台昌, Ts'u-yin hsien-sheng chuan of, 209
Po-i 伯義, with his brother Shu-ch'i model of loyalty, 37, 38, 39, 41, 95, 124 n. 16, 177, 180, 182, 208–10, 244
Po-ya 伯牙, lute-player, 59 n. 105, 124
Purple Agric Song 黑定歌, translated, 73

Queen Mother of the West 西王母, 154–5, 157, 158, 159
Red Ju fish 赤鰭, 164
Red Spring 赤春, 160
Red Water 赤(丹)水, 157, 159
River 黃河, the Yellow River, 160, 161
Rogers, M.C., The Chronicle of Fu Chien: a Case of Exemplar History, 60 n. 106
Round Hill 圓丘, 160

Sad Springs 悼泉, last stage of sun's diurnal course, 75
Screen Mountain 屏山, see Chang-shan Shan-hai-ching 山海經, 151; classification of, 152; quoted, 155–64
Shan-yang, duke of (Emperor Hsien of Han) 山陽公 (漢獻帝), 109
Shang Ch'ang 尚長, 1st cent. AD recluses, 222–3
Shang-ch'en 南臣, patricide who became King Mu of Ch'ü, 625–614 BC, 41
Shang-ching, 上京, place on Lu-shan where T'ao Yuan-ming was supposed to have lived, 88–89
Shang Chün 尚均, son of Shun, 41
Shang-ling Mu-tzu 尚陵扶陵, composer of the Parted Crane, 123 n. 12
Shang-shan 南山, mountain in modern Shensi, to which the Four White-heads retired, 72, 115
Shao Hu 高后, supporter of Duke Huan of Ch'i's brother Chiu, 212
Shao-kuang 尖廣, mountain where the Queen Mother of the West lived, 155 n. 111
Shao P'ing 尉平, marquis of Tung-ling under Ch'in, 95
Shen 申, constellation, 132
Shen Ch'ü-liang 申桀梁, duke of She 5th cent. BC, 109
Shen-nung 神農, legendary emperor, 103
Shen Yueh 沈約, biography of T'ao Yuan-ming, 3, 81, 209
Shiba Rokurō 斧済六郎, comment cited, 58
Shih-chi 史記, quoted, 37–8, 149–50, 210–18
Shih-pen 世本, fragment cited, 111 n. 123
Shih-wei 莊考, clan, 26
Shou-yang 尙陽山, mountain where Po-i and Shu-ch'i starved to death, 39, 124, 210
Shu-ch'ing 申説, see Documents
Shu-ch'i 仲義, brother of Po-i, 37, 38, 39, 41, 95, 124 n. 16, 182, 209–10
Shu Kuang 沈康, with his nephew Su Shou a model for appropriate retirement from office, 142–4
Su Shou 魏, nephew of Shu Kuang,
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142–4
Shu-sun T'ang 司馬道尚, devises court ceremonial for Han Kao-tsu, 216–17
Shun feng, legendary emperor, 24, 26, 31, 41, 42, 72, 73, 137, 164, 210, 214 n. 96
Sha-yüan 腰園, cited, 37 n. 12
Solitary Phoenix tune 桃花, 123
Songs 詩經, 101, 137, 216; allusion to, 18, 23, 57, 64, 85, 118, 146, 182, 184, 189, 192, 206, 221, 225 n. 3, 230, 238, 247, 248, 249
South Village 南村, one of the places where T'ao Yuan-ming lived, 64–5, 66, 71, 92
Sau-shen hou-chi 桑神後妃, 198
Ssu 亜, river in Confucius' native state of Lu, 101
Ssu-k'u ch'üan-shu tsung-mu t'i-yao 四庫全書總目提要, cited, 198
Ssu-ma Chi'en 司馬遷, Shi-hi chi of as a model for p'ieh-ch'uan, 207; Shi hu-yü fu of, translated, 184–5; view of on the problem of good and evil, 37–8
Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju 司馬相如, poverty of, 135; resigns court post, 247; Ts'ao-hsi fu of, 134
Ssu-ma Hsüeh-chih 司馬休之, death of, 153
Ssu-ma Tao-tzu 司馬道子, Chin regent, 5, 6; killed, 7
Ssu-ma Yuan-hsin 司馬元欣, son of Ssu-ma Tao-tzu, 5, 6; killed, 7
Stone Gate 石門, peak of Lu-shan, 51, 52–4
Su Ch'in 苏秦, political adviser of 4th cent. BC, 135
Su Shih 苏轼, 'After Reading Yuan-ming's Begging for Food', 56; appeal of T'ao Yuan-ming for, 79; comment by, cited, 85 n. 14, 219; follows the rhymes of T'ao Yuan-ming's poems, 48, 125; tz' u-poem of, translated, 52; writes reply on behalf of Meng Chia, 204 n. 51
Su-shu Mountain 蘇武山, 162
Sun En 孫恩, revolt of, 6
Sun Sheng 孫盛, 4th cent. writer, 204
Sun T'ai 孫泰, uncle of Sun En, 6
Sun 蘇, one of five sacred mountains, in modern Honan, 62
Sung Hsiang 宋襄, AD 996–1066, doubts authenticity of Telling of Wine, 110
Sung I 宋儀, singer at banquet for Ching K'o, 19
Sung Yao 宋燁, discoverer of a nine-eared grain stalk, 109 n. 108
Suzuki Toraos 斯多彪, comment cited, 115, 156 n. 112
Sweet Abyss 甘澜, where Hsi-ho bathes the suns, 158
Ta-te 太澤, home of Yang Lun, 99
Ta-ye 太業, ancestor of the Chao family, 213
Tai K'uei 太魁, appraisal of Shang Ch'ang, 223; Shi-hi lun of, translated, 40–2, discussed, 43
Tai-p'ing hu-yü-chie 太平寰宇記, cited, 50
Tan, prince of Yen 燕太子丹, employs Ching K'o, 148–9
Tan Chu 田渠, son of Yao, 41, 42
Tan Shao 端昭, governor of Chiang-chou, 54, 74
Tan Tso-chi 端遂濟, governor of Chiang-chou, 56, 113
T'ang 唐, founder of Yin, 182
T'ang Han 沧漢, comment cited, 13, 103, 111, 114, 125
T'ao Chan 陶玄, son of T'ao K'an, 57
T'ao Ch'ing-yüan 陶敬遠, T'ao Yuan-ming's cousin, 86, 237–40
T'ao Ch'ing 陶青, chancellor under Han Ching-ti, 27
T'ao Chung-te 陶仲德, T'ao Yuan-ming's cousin, 77–8
T'ao family 陶氏, 8
T'ao Hung Ch'ung 陶洪充, 2nd duke of Ch'ang-sha, 20
T'ao Hsi 陶休, T'ao Yuan-ming's 4th son, 112, 228
T'ao K'an 陶侃, AD 259–334, 1st duke of Ch'ang-sha, 1, 3, 8, 27; friend of Chou Fang, 57; general for Pacifying the South, 27; governor of Chiang-chou and Ching-chou, 201 n. 32; Grand Marshal, 18, 201; ox gives portent of future fame, 58; relationship with T'ao Yuan-ming, 20
T'ao K'uei 陶夔, T'ao Yuan-ming's uncle, 191 n. 91, 206
T'ao Mao 陶茂, T'ao Yuan-ming's grandfather, 28, 236, 240
T'ao Pin 陶 Yin, T'ao Yuan-ming's 3rd son, 112, 228
T'ao She 陶含, Marshal of the Right and marquis of Ku-i-feng under Han Kao-tsu, 26, 27
T'ao Shu 陶叔, minister of Instruction at beginning of the Chou dynasty, 26
T'ao Shu 陶奭, comment cited, 50, 55, 82, 103, 191 n. 91, 240
T'ao Ssu 陶休, T'ao Yuan-ming's 2nd son, 112, 228
T'ao T'ung 陶程, T'ao Yuan-ming's youngest son, 68, 112, 228
T'ao Yen 陶隱, T'ao Yuan-ming's eldest son, 28, 29, 112, 228
T'ao Yuan-ming 陶淵明, aide to Liu Yü, 7, 80–81; death of first wife, 5; death of mother, 7, 85, 84, 206–7; father, 5, 28; family feeling, 29; first appointment, 5; friendship with local officials, 9; genealogy
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of, 8; in service of Huan Hsüan, 7; magistrate of P’eng-tse, 8; modern ideological criticism of, 26; philosophical and religious position of, 10; political allusion in works of, 3, 13–14; supposed opposition to Liu Yü, 3, 80–1, 111, 120, 140–1, 219; takes up farming, 7, 85–6; traditional date of birth, 5
Teng Ching 鄭陵, friend of recluse Cheng Ching, 221 n. 121
Teng Forest 鄭林, 160, 161
Three and Five 三五, the Three August Ones and the Five Emperors, 219
Three and Five 三五, the three correct ways and five constant virtues, 177
Three and Five 三五, constellations, 127
Three August Ones 三五, 35
Three-footed (crow) 三足, portent for Wei state, 110
Three Good Men 三賢, 141, 144–8
Three Green Birds 三青鳥, messengers of the Queen Mother of the West, 157–8
Three Hsia 三夏, put to death by Duke Li of Chin, 39 n. 26
Three Hsiang 三湘, used for Ch’ang-sha, 19
Three men create a tiger in the marketplace 三人成市虎, 179
Three Peak Mountain 三峯山, where the Three Green Birds return, 157–8
Three Pearl Trees 三珠樹, grown by the Red Water, 159
Ti-chün 帝混沌, husband of Hsi-ho who gave birth to the sons, 158
Ti-k’uei 帝轅, legendary emperor, 178
T’ien Ch’ou 聶, AD 169–214, model of integrity, 121
T’ien Heng 湯候, whose retainers are said to have originated burial songs at his death in 202 BC, 166, 170
T’ien Kuo 聶國, maintains that first loyalty is to parents, 245
T’ien-shih Tao 天師道, 6
Ting Fu-pao 丁福保, comment cited, 162 n. 125
Tsa-shih 齊詩, miscellaneous poems, discussion of, 125
Ts’ai Yung 齊容, Calming the Affections, 186, fragments of, translated, 190
Ts’ao Chih 鄧, Hsieh-lu of, translated, 167; Poem of Self-reproach, cited, 17–18; Three Good Men poem, 141, translated, 148; To Ts’ao Piao, Prince of Pai-ma, VI, cited, 130 n. 27
Ts’ao P’i 鄧, elegy for Ts’ao Chung, translated, 232–3; letter to Chung Yu, translated, 45; tsa-shih, translated, 127
Ts’ao Shuang 鄧光, † AD 249, 119
Ts’ao Ts’ao 鄧操, Hsieh-lu and Hao-li of, 166; sacrificial piece for Grand Commandant Ch’iao Hsüan, 232
Tseng Hsi 曾習, Confucius’ disciple, 15
Tseng-ts’u (Master Tseng) 曾子, Confucius’ disciple, 139 n. 73
Tso-chuan 左傳, allusion to, 64
Tso Ssu 從思, Ching K’o poem, translated, 151; Wei-tu fu of, cited, 110 n. 114; yung-shih poems of, 134, Poems VII and VIII, translated, 134–5
Tsu Ch’i 竹逸, 55
Tsu-chiang 竹江, killed by Ku and Ch’in-p’i, 162–3
Ts’ui Pao 鄧豹, Ku-chin chu of, cited, 165–6
Tu Fu 杜甫, Ch’in-chou tsa-shih series of, 102; Four Pines of, 209; lack of extant early poems, 5; poems about rain, 14; poet-historian, 79
Tu K’ang 陶康, refiner of wine, 111
Tu-k’ang 聶光, place in Yen, of which Ching K’o presented a map, 149–50
Tu T’ou 童, Later Han writer, said to be originator of sacrificial pieces, 232
Tu-an Ku 唐安貴, usurper who virtually destroyed the Chao family, 212
Tu-k’ou 童口, place near modern Wuhuan, 83
Tung Chung-shu 諸仲舒, 25, 176, 179; Shih pu-yü fu of, translated, 181–3
Tung-fang Shuo 東方朔, 2nd cent. BC writer, 225–6
Tung-hu 諸侯, ruler of legendary antiquity, 90
Tung-lin Monastery 東林寺, 94 n. 41
Tung Yu 聶進, early 3rd cent. AD, definition of ‘three spare times’ by, 176 n. 7
Two Confucians of Lu 蘇二儒, oppose Shu-sun T’ung, 216–17
Two Chungs (Ch’iu Chung, Yang Chung) 仲仲 (衆仲、羊仲), 228
Two Shus 二廬, 101, 142–4
Tzu-chang 子康, Confucius’ disciple, 144 n. 93
Tzu-ch’u Ch’ien-hu 子車鍾虎, one of Three Good Men, 146
Tzu-ch’u Chung-hang 子車仲行, one of Three Good Men, 146
Tzu-ch’ü Yen-hsi 子車偃息, one of Three Good Men, 146
Tzu-hsia 子夏, Confucius’ disciple, 139 n. 73, 228, 229 n. 41
Tzu-kung (Tuan-mu Ssu) 子貢 (端木賜), Confucius’ disciple, 137 n. 60, 138, 181 n. 46, 214, 228 n. 27
Tzu-lu 子路, Confucius’ disciple, 15, 24 n. 35, 220, 228 n. 27
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Village in the Wilds, see Hao-li

Wan-ko 戲歌, discussion of, 165 ff
Wang An-shih 王安石, poems by, 50
Wang Chih 王粲, comment cited, 44, 88, 103, 236
Wang Ch'ung 王充, Lun-heng of, cited, 152 n. 103
Wang family 王氏, 5
Wang Hung 王弘, governor of Chiang-chou, 23, 44, 59, 70, 120
Wang I 王, minister of Works under Wang Mang, 223
Wang Kung 王恭, chief minister relative at end of 4th cent., 5, 6
Wang Mang 王莽, usurper of Han dynasty, 223
Wang Pa (Ju-chung) 王霸[據仲], 1st cent. AD recluse, wife of, 228
Wang Shang 王商, chancellor of Han Ch'eng-ti, 180
Wang Ts'an 王粲, poem on Three Good Men, 141, translated, 147
Wang Wei 王微, T'ao-yüan hsing of, cited, 199
Wang-tzu Ch'i-iao 王子喬, immortal, 62, 110
Warm (Spring) Valley 温谷 (溫谷), above which the Fu Tree grows, 158
Wei 尉, minister of Erh-fu, 162
Wei 河, river in Shensi, drunk by K'ua-fu, 160
Wei Ching-ch'ing 魏景卿, companion of Chang Chung-wei, 139 n. 75
Wei Ch'i 衛青, commander over Li Kuang, 180
Wei Meng 梅孟, Poem of Censure of, cited, 11
Wei Shang 魏象, prefect of Yün-chung in 2nd cent. BC, 179
Wen, emperor of Han 漢文帝, 179 n. 28, 180 n. 41, 215
Wen-chang yüan ch'i 文章緣起, cited, 232
Wen-hsiian 文宣, poems of self-exhortation in, 17
Wen Ju-neng 溫汝能, comment cited, 77
Whitaker, K. P. K., ‘Some Notes on the Background and Date of Tsaur Jyr's Poem on the Three Good Courtiers’ of, cited, 141
White Lotus Society 白蓮社, 65
Wu, emperor of Han 漢武帝, visited by Queen Mother of the West, 154 n. 110
Wu, king of Chou 周武王, 182, 210
Wu Ch'i'en 吳禎, comment cited, 114, 115
Wu Jen-chieh 吳仁傑, comment cited, 71, 88, 103, 236
Wu Kuang 勝光, suicide on account of being offered the empire by T'ang of Yin, 182
Wu Shih-tao 吴師道, comment cited, 108 n. 102
Wu Yuan (Tzu-hsi) 吳燾(子熹), suicide through estrangement from King Fu-chai of Wu, 182
Wu-ch'ang 央昌, in modern Hopei, home of Meng Chia, 192, 201, 202, 235, 236
Wu-chung 吳中, corresponding to modern Soochow area, 199
Wu-chung 無終, in modern Hupeh province, native place of T'ien Ch'ou, 121
Wu-huai, Lord 無懷氏, legendary ruler, 208
Wu-huai 夾恆, invading tribes attacked by Ts'ao Ts'ao, 121 n. 4
Wu-kao 桃女, mountain facing the Fu Tree, 158
Wu-ling 武陵, place in modern Hunan province, of which the fisherman of Peach-blossom Source was a native, 195
Wu-ling Tzu-chung 武陵子琮, recluse, 220
Ya-yu 雅懶, killed by Wei and Erh-fu, 162, 163
Yang Chu 楊朱, philosopher, 60, 101
Yang Ch'üan 楊泉, Tsan-shan fu of, translated, 38–39
Yang Ch'üan-ch'ih 楊佐卿, general of Yin Chung-k'ain, 6
Yang-hsin hsien 楊新縣, place in modern Hupeh province, where Meng family lived, 201
Yang Hsiung (Tzu-yün) 楊雄(子雲), 100; elegy for Empress Yuan, 232
Yang Lun (Chung-li) 楊倫 (仲禮), Later Han Confucian scholar, 99
Yang Sung-ling 楊松齡, friend of T'ao Yuan-ming, 72, 74
Yangtze 桃江, 124
Yang Wang-sun 楊王孫, wished to be buried naked, 242
Yao 繹, legendary emperor, 15, 26, 41, 73, 164, 178, 244
Yao jiao, mythological stream, 156
Yao-yai 雅耆, where the Heavenly Emperor put Ku and Ch'în-p'î to death, 162
Yellow Bird 黃鳥, title of Song 131, 146, 147
Yellow River 黃河, see (Huang) ho
Yen Chih-t'ui 項稚度, Yen-shih chi-hsüan of, cited, 170, 171
Yen Hui (Yüan) 項回(回), Confucius' favourite disciple, 37, 38, 39, 84 n. 11, 86,
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98, 180, 181, 214, 228 n. 27
Yen Lu 顏路, father of Yen Hui, 180
Yen Yen-chih 顏延之, friend of T’ao
Yüan-ming, elegy for T’ao, 3, 9,
translated, 243–49; sings wan-ko, 165
Yen-ti 天帝, legendary emperor, 161, 178
Yen-t‘ieh lun 頑厥論, cited, 245 n. 115
Yin Ching-jen (Chin-an) 任景仁 (曹安),
65–6, 70–2
Yin Chung-k‘an 鉤仲堪, governor of
Ching-chou, 5–6, killed by Huan Hsüan, 6
Yin family 邓氏, 5
Ying 稱, river to which the legendary hermit
Hsi Yu retired, 54
Yoshioka Yoshitoyo 吉岡義貴, sees Buddhist
influence on title of Return Home!, 194
Young Yong 楊勇, comment cited, 59, 82,
103 n. 84, 136, 154 n. 106, 185, 201 n. 25,
207, 219 n. 106
Yu-chi 追記, records of excursion, 51
Yu-chou 楊州, area of modern north-eastern
Hopei, 124
Yu 莖, flood-regulator and first ruler of the
Hsia dynasty, 24, 225, 244; as author of the
Shan-hai-ching, 152
Yü Abyss (Valley) 原谷 (原谷), where the
sun sets, 160, 167
Yü I 虞翼, governor of Ching-chou, 202
Yu Liang 永亮, governor of Ching-chou and
Chiang-chou, 202
Yü-liang 御覽, chün, 24
yü-pin song 原彙, funeral dirge, 170
Yüan, Emperor 元帝, 1st emperor of
Eastern Chin, 108 n. 101
Yüan, Lady of Chiang 趙姬, mother of Hou
Chi, 23 n. 30
Yüan An 趙安, 2nd half of 1st cent. AD, 138
Yüan Ang 趙盎, intercedes on behalf of
Chang Shih-chih, 179
Yüan Hsien (Tzu-ssu) 趙暹 (趙暹),
Confucius’ disciple, 113, 122 n. 11, 137
Yung-hsing 永興, near Hsiao-shan in modern
Chekiang, where Meng Chia met Hsü
Hsün, 204
yung-shih shih 誅史詩, discussed, 134, 140